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ABSTRACT

Olyvia Dara Ayu Handoyo, Ovy. 2019, *Moral Value in COCO, the Movie*. S-1 Thesis. English Department. Language and Science Faculty, Wijaya Kusuma University. Advisors: (1) Dr. Rida Wahyuningrum, M.Pd; (2) Dra. Lusy Tunik Muharlisiani, M.Pd.
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This research entitles Moral Value In Coco The Movie. Movie is a media that can educate people and enable to improve them understanding on specific subject though visual. Movie is a media that have important influence in giving information and as a tool to deliver messages to audience or people. The study is based on research questions, what are moral values represented by characters in Coco, the movie. The methodology of this study is qualitative method. The primary source of the data is “Coco” the movie, and secondary source of the data is the file of the screen capture. The result of this study is there are ten moral values in “Coco” movie such as, love and affection, perseverance, sacrificing for others, bravery, enthusiasm, kind-hearted, loyalty, self-confidence, sincerity, and strong belief. And in this movie, the most dominant moral values is love and affection.